ZEUS QUEST REMASTERED: ANAGENESIS OF GAIA
WALKTHROUGH
~ S A N T O R I N I

I S L A N D ~

Beach
*The four objects you start with are the stone pyramid, leather laces,
ambrosia, and wire coil.
*Talk to the sunbathing girl.
*Talk to the sunbathing man to learn that he’s bored.
*Talk to the goat to learn that she craves better food.
*Use ambrosia on the goat; then ask her to come with you.
*Use the goat on the path leading up from the beach; then select the orange
symbol to access the map.
Akrotiri
*Speak with the old farmer to learn that his grape crops aren’t doing well.
*Go left to the temple of Apollo and take some stones from near the priest.
Beach
*Use the stones on the sunbathing man; then take the mirror.
Akrotiri
*At the temple, place the mirror in the big hole in the rock.
*Go back to the farmer and take the newly grown grapes.
*Place the grapes in the wine press, get in and jump around like crazy.
*Turn on the tap and take the jug of wine.
*Give the wine to the priest doing pushups, then talk to him.
Beach
*Wash yourself in the water to reveal your identity.
Akrotiri
*Speak with the priest to receive a coin.
*Give the coin to the old farmer in exchange for the donkey.
*At the map screen, use the donkey on the port.
Port
*Speak with the captain and ask him to take you to the volcano.
*Talk to the bold fisherman and mention the five elements to get a
membership
card.
*Talk to the fisherman on the right to discover he’s thirsty.
*Examine the mosaic a few times to remember burying something beneath it.
*Speak with the relaxed worker and ask him if he’ll dig up the mosaic.

Fira
*Speak with the painter and ask him to lend you his brush.
*Show the painter your wire coil; then ask for the brush again.
*Try to take the discus from the statue.
*Talk to the children and ask the boy to get the discus for you.
Caldera
*Speak with the woman in red and ask to play the game.
*Give her your membership card; then ask again to play.
*Complete the sliding-piece puzzle and receive the VIP card and Delphic
coin.
Fira
*Give the VIP card to the bouncer and receive the panties.
Caldera
*Give the panties to the philosopher; then speak with him.
*Show the stone pyramid to the philosopher; then ask him about Atlantis.
*Look at the blue rug; then talk to the philosopher again to get the stale
drink.
Port
*Use the stale drink on the flower; then take it.
*Use the paintbrush on the dead flower.
Fira
*Give the painted flower to the boy; then ask him again to get the discus
for
you.
*Throw the discus at the red bird.
*Use the red bird on the mayor’s audience; then ask them for the dropped
peanuts.
*Speak with the mayor to get him to end his speech.
*Ask the mayor for permission to dig up the mosaic.
Caldera
*Give the nuts to the blonde waitress and receive the drinks.
Port
*Give the drinks to the thirsty fisherman to get the scissors.
*Use the scissors on the boat’s sails.
*Exit the port, then return to advance to nighttime.
*Look at the fishermen’s net a few times to find the red herring and take
it

with you (the net is just above the temple roof, toward the right-hand
corner).
*Use ambrosia on yourself (the red arrowhead symbol) and dig up the mosaic
with
your hands to uncover your lightning spear.
Fira
*Use your lightning spear on the mayor.
Oia
*Use ambrosia on lotus fruit, then take 2 pieces of fruit.
*Give one lotus fruit to the coupled man; then ask him for the blanket.
*Speak with the vendor and ask about Thirasia.
*Give the laces to the vendor; then take the stone pot from his table.
Port
*Talk to the captain to gain access to Thirasia; then ask him to take you
there.
Thirasia
*Use the lightning spear on the pile of iron under the tree; then take a
piece.
*Take the skull from the pile of bones.
*Talk to the seagull.
Monolith
*Look at the bush near the child a few times to discover the pestle; take
it
with you.
Volcano
*Take some charcoal from the burnt tree.
*Use the other lotus fruit on the stone pot; use the pestle on the pot.
*On the left-hand screen, talk to the bird.
*Place the pot in the lava pool and add the iron piece.
*Take the pot of molten iron and pour it in the long crack near the
philosopher.
*Talk to the philosopher and get him to cool the molten iron.
*Take the iron bar from the crack.
*Use the pestle on the lava near the philosopher.
Monolith
*Put the iron pole in the hole under the platform; try to climb the pole.
*Ask the child if he wants to play fireman.
*Use the wire coil on the child; use the child on the iron pole.
*Take the 2 shields next to the Zeus statue

*Use the Delphic coin on the rock to get the energy medallion; combine it
with
your lightning spear.
*Use the blanket with the dirty shield; use the now-clean shield on the
Zeus
sculpture.
*Take the iron pole.
Volcano
*Use the shield with the hole on the bird; then combine the gold egg with
the
shield.
Akrotiri
*Use the lightning spear on Apollo’s head, then again on the completed
statue
of Apollo.
Thirasia
*Use the charcoal on the ashes on the hilltop.
*Place the iron pole over the ashes; use the pestle torch on the charcoal.
*Put the skull on the iron bar and the now-complete shield on the skull.
Oia
*Use the lightning spear on the sun to unlock the altar at Akrotiri.
Akrotiri
*Pull the handle on the mechanism to obtain the time machine.
--Off to the second part of the game--

